
Carbon Dioxide (CO2) levels are at 
the highest levels in 650,000 years 



The most rapid CO2 increase has 
occurred in the last 200 years 



Temperatures have gone up 
0.6-0.8° C since 1880 



Now look at CO2 and temperatures 
together on one graph 



The Greenhouse Effect 





Sea 
levels 
have 
also 
risen 



What methods do we use to measure climate 
change? One method is to use satellite imagery 



What other evidence exists to 
show a warming planet? 



What other techniques do we use? 

�  Ice Cores – sampling oxygen isotopes as a way to 
study temperatures  

�  Tree rings 

�  Pollens trapped in ice 

�  Sediments and soils trapped in lake bottoms 

�  Geologic evidence – coal beds, sand dunes, fossils 

�  Growth of corrals  



NOAA has temperature records since 1895 – the 
hottest years are also the most recent ones 



Normally ice in the polar regions 
reflects a lot of sunlight back into space  



Albedo effect – warming temps 
accelerate melting of ice 



Increase in Extreme Weather 

California 
drought, 
2011-2015 
linked to 
climate 
change 



Summer 2012 heat wave 
linked to climate change 



Alaska Glaciers, 1941-2004 



Hurricane Sandy, Fall 2012 



Immense Destruction in the 
American Northeast 



Bloomberg Businessweek - not 
exactly a socialist periodical 

v  Named after Michael 
Bloomberg, a wealthy 
investor, Republican-
turned-Independent 
politician, and the former 
mayor of New York City 

v  Catastrophic weather 
events like Hurricane 
Sandy will almost certainly 
become more common  



Commander-in-Chief? How 
about Denier-in-Chief? 



The myth of “sunspots” 



Varying estimates of temperature 
increases by 2100 CE 

Even if we could 
snap our fingers 
and magically turn 
off the burning of 
all fossil fuels in an 
instant, our planet 
would still warm 
another 0.8 degrees 
Celsius. This is 
because there’s a 
delay factor relating 
to the oceans in 
how the world’s 
temperatures 
increase  



A drier planet? 



This is what some models predict 



The methane problem 



Issues like carbon footprint might be 
inconvenient or unpleasant… 

But they won’t go away just because you 
want to stay comfortable and avoid 

thinking about them 



But even some 
skeptics… 

Are joining 
the scientific 

consensus 



Myth: Al Gore is a fraud, so climate 
change must also be a fraud 

In the fields of 
rhetoric and 
philosophy, 
“poisoning the 
well” is 
considered a 
logical fallacy 



Hack into 
emails of 
climate 
science 

professors 



“Climategate” was not a hoax, but it 
still affected US public opinion 



What do scientists say about 
other myths?  

�  Myth: A 1.8° C increase is not that much by 2100 
Ø  this is an average and it’s a lot in a short period of time 

Ø  This is a low estimate – higher estimates are as much as 6 degrees!   
Ø  for every 1° C increase, humans will have to move 1,000 miles north  

�  Myth: In the 1970s, all the scientists were saying 
that we were going to “freeze to death” 
Ø  No, it was one article that the publishers later retracted  

Ø  Most scientists were still predicting warming at the time   

�  It was much warmer in the Middle Ages  
Ø  this may have been true in Europe, but not in the globe as a whole  



Some other common myths 

�  There is major disagreement among scientists in regards 
to human-caused climate change 
Ø  This is absolutely NOT true  
Ø  See the 99% figure of peer reviewed studies  
Ø  It is a lie propagated by the fossil fuel industry  

�  Thousands of years ago it was much warmer 
Ø  Maybe, but this was a very long time ago and it took a long time for the 

planet to become that way  
Ø  This has little to do with a rapid temperature increase that occurred in 

relatively short period of time (150 years)  

�  Climate change will be a benefit  
Ø  Are species extinction, loss of biodiversity, starvation, terrorism, and 

property damage really a benefit? 



Technique: Shifting the goal post 

�  First they denied the science and said that the warming was not occurring  

�  Then they said “the jury is still out” and it “needs more study”  

�  Then they said warming was happening because of “natural causes”  

�  Then they said we’re responsible, but we can’t do anything about it  

�  Then they said environmental regulations would “kill jobs.”  
v  Well, we’ve already lost many jobs (MS River barges) 
v  Part of “creative destruction” means some jobs win out over others 
v  If we do nothing, we can guarantee we will lose MANY more jobs 

Ø  Then it’s a question of short-term sacrifice versus long-term catastrophe    
v  Instead of subsidizing oil companies, why not subsidize renewables? 

Ø  Price of oil and gas does not factor in environmental and health effects   

�  Notice how they’re always shifting the terms of the debate  
v  Why should we listen to people who are repeatedly proven wrong?  



Exxon-Mobil’s fraud 

�  Recently released documents show that Exxon knew about 
human-caused climate change as far back as the 1970s, but 
chose to finance a program of denial and obstruction 
because of their profit motives  

�  Check out the documents here: 
https://www.smokeandfumes.org/documents 

�  There are currently major lawsuits pending because it is 
illegal to hide risks to the company’s shareholders  
�  This involves RICO statutes  



Guess who doesn’t deny warming? 

�  Military, Defense, and Intelligence Agencies  
v They’re not exactly tree-hugging hippies  
v They recognize that climate change is a national security issue  
v Melting of Artic sea ice makes US borders more vulnerable  

Ø  Pentagon warned about this in 2004, a long time ago!  

v Climate Change linked to the rise of ISIS in the Middle East  
Ø  Warming Temps > Drought > Food Scarcity > Extreme Ideologies  

�  Insurance Companies  
v Home owners’ insurance companies in Florida raising rates  
v preparing for climate change makes good business sense  

Ø  contrasting the environment and the economy is a FALSE CHOICE  



Resources to check so you can continue 
learning outside the classroom 

�  Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS): http://www.ucsusa.org 

�  International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC): http://www.ipcc.ch/ 

�  NASA:  http://Climate.nasa.gov 

�  NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration): www.climate.gov  

�  Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway, Merchants of Doubt: http://www.merchantsofdoubt.org/ 

�  Dealing with Denialist Arguments: http://www.skepticalscience.com/argument.php 

�  An Open Letter From Scientists: 
https://theconversation.com/climate-change-is-real-an-open-letter-from-the-scientific-community-1808 

�  Measuring Corporate Influence in Climate Policy: http://influencemap.org/ 

�  How Dark Money Has Promoted Denialism and Lack of Regulations: 
http://america.aljazeera.com/opinions/2016/2/moneyed-interests-are-blocking-us-action-on-climate-change1.html  


